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THE CLIENT
A Premier Mobile Travel App

THE CHALLENGE

Our partner since April 2017, the client is a premier mobile travel app that allows users to find last-minute hotel accommodations the
same day, or up to seven days in advance throughout North America, Europe, and Australia. The app currently has 15 million users and
is for a “life less planned.”

TaskUs currently provides Phone and Email Customer Support to the client’s users around the world with our partnership launching in
May of this year. TaskUs, as a part of the implementation and launch of this campaign, developed a customized training curriculum and
added specific tactics to drive forward classroom-style learning.
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THE SOLUTION

Our partner came to us with a challenge and emphasis on the need for a dynamic training process that incorporated the rigors of the
hospitality industry. TaskUs has proposed and implemented the following steps:

Investment in Leaders

Our goal for the campaign was to find a unique Team Leader with the ideal combination of experience and analytical mindset. The Team
Leader assigned to the campaign is:

● Tenured under TaskUs with a high skill rating
● Possessed a background working with a similar booking campaign
● Experienced with the tools utilized by the client

The QA Scorecards

Our quality program for the client takes a qualitative approach rather than a punitive measurement of their call quality. It’s focused on
behaviors with correlation to decision making, communication, proactivity, and process knowledge.

Beyond the Usual Service

Customer service for the client is elevated by taking the extra step to fully support customers by doing as much as we possibly can for the
customer, rather than referring them to the person or department that will continue the support. We act as customer advocates to hotels
globally and our care does not stop at the end of the call.
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THE RESULTS

Consistently high-quality work since the start of the program. Meanwhile, the open dialog led to a dramatically more cohesive team
engagement, better collaboration, transparency, and trust. By the end of 2020, 8 months post-transition, TaskUs saw only 3 re-badges
depart, while the LX Team’s eSAT grew strong.

By the end of Q4 2020, TaskUs delivered a long list of proactive improvements and innovations most notably around workload and
workgroup optimizations with immediate improvements to areas such as collaboration, project documentation, and reduction of
meetings held with more hours transferred to design and development. Also leveraging our expertise in the Philippines, we rapidly
reduced backlogs in the Client LMS, and most recently, the TaskUs-developed course work for Client was audited by a third party, and
no corrections or questions were given by the audit team or by Client Legal. A testament to the high quality of work being delivered.

KEYS TO SUCCESS / VALUE-ADD

TaskUs was able to meet the client’s set standards through our most innovative processes, thus generating impressive results:
● Phone Service Level: 83.01%
● Quality: 9.73
● CSAT: 94.4%
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